
Video continues to dominate content strategy across the digital 
landscape, making it more advantageous than ever to incorporate 
YouTube advertising into your digital media strategy. In fact, YouTube 
is the second most popular search engine today, so taking advantage 
of this platform means you’re poised to capture lots more attention 
from users who are actually ready to make decisions.

Not only that, but you’ll have the option of leveraging a variety of ad 
types across the YouTube platform, each with the ability to drive 
different actions and increase brand awareness. In other words, you 
can inspire and excite your audience more than ever before and get 
the results to match.

Express Video
Creation

Already got high-quality photos & video 
to show off? We’ll turn your existing 
assets into an engaging video ad that 
amplifies your brand’s unique appeal.

YouTube Campaign 
Management

Our Digital Success Managers will set up 
your YouTube ad campaigns with the 
best targeting strategies for your 
marketing needs.

WHAT WE OFFER

Custom Video
Creation

Our custom approach includes creating 
new video assets from scratch with an 
on-property video shoot. We then 
professionally edit this footage and 
combine it with engaging design and 
copywriting to bring your community 
to life in your video ad.

Monthly Reporting & 
Optimization

With transparent monthly reporting 
through our analytics dashboard, you 
can easily track your ROI. We’ll also 
empower you with recommended 
monthly optimizations that help you 
get the most bang for your buck.

KEY BENEFITS

• Boost brand awareness

• Increase traffic to property websites

• Enjoy flexible targeting options that help you reach qualified 
prospects

• Heighten emotional engagement and grab your audience’s 
attention

• Get video assets you can use anywhere,
not just on YouTube
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EARN MORE ENGAGEMENT
Video ads heighten emotional engagement and grab audience attention more 
effectively than static ads alone. This means those who view your ad are not only 
more likely to click, but also more likely to remember your message later. In fact, 
some studies suggest that viewers retain 95% of a message when they watch it 
in a video, compared to 10% when reading it in text.

LEVERAGE DIVERSE TARGETING OPTIONS
YouTube ads leverage Google’s powerful targeting options, allowing you to reach 
your target audience through search behaviors, video topics, and user 
demographics. That means you can reach brand new prospects looking for 
housing and stay top-of-mind for users who may have already visited your site.

WORK WITH CERTIFIED EXPERTS
With a Google Premier Partnership and Certified Google Ads experts on our 
digital team, we’ll leverage exclusive resources and insider information that helps 
your campaigns succeed. We know how to build, target, and track your ads to 
ensure top performance that boosts brand awareness and generates qualified 
website traffic.

CASE IN POINT

A student property using Threshold’s digital marketing 
services needed to enhance their online presence and boost 
awareness among their audience. During the 2020 leasing 
season, they needed a strategy that would help them offset 
the hesitancy of their prospects in such uncertain times.

Shortly after launching a new YouTube ad campaign with 
Threshold, this property’s pre-leasing velocity pushed ahead 
of the market average for May, June, July, and August of 2020. 
As of August 2020, they were 85% pre-leased—compared to 
the market average of 78.5%—even during the uncertainty 
presented by COVID-19.

5K
Ad Views
per Month

13
Conversions
in the 2nd Month

8.28%
Above Market Average
in August 2020

Student Living
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